
Luxury Bathroom 
Renovation Is What 
We Do Every Day



WHY CHOOSE 
RENOVAHOUSE

R E N O V A H O U S E

With over 20 years of experience 
in  profess iona l  bathroom 
renovations, Renovahouse is 
dedicated to delivering visions. 
We want to make the process as 
simple as possible so that the 
path is as pleasurable as the end 
result .  Our expert Project 
Managers will walk you through 
every stage of the process, from 
design, layout, and materials 
t h r o u g h  q u o t a t i o n  a n d 
i n s t a l l a t i o n .  O u r  e x p e r t 
craftsmen will bring your vision 
to life in style, with high-quality 
skills backed by top goods, 
materials, fixtures, and fittings. 
We handle our customers as if 
they were a friend or family 
member who needed assistance.



 EXCELLENT QUALITY & SERVICE

REASONABLE PRICING WITHOUT LOSING QUALITY
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There are contractors who are excellent craftspeople but lack clear communication, and others who speak the talk 
but don't deliver. Our bathrooms at Renovahouse are magnificent, expertly created by certified tradespeople, and 
guaranteed by a statutory warranty. Our customer service and communication are excellent, allowing clients to keep 
informed and on schedule.

We'll work within your budget to provide the best value without sacrificing quality. You'll know exactly how much 
you'll have to spend and what you'll get with a transparent scope of work.
Our mission is to give a bathroom that you love to clients all across Sydney, and your pleasure is our top priority. 
When you hire our remodelers/renovators, you're hiring a professional with both knowledge and experience, so 
you can rest assured that the job will be completed quickly and efficiently.



R E N O V A H O U S E

CLIENT SATISFACTION IS OUR TOP PRIORITY
We are here to assist you. That is why, at Renovahouse, we focus heavily on excellent customer service. we work hard to make sure 

you're happy with the finished product. As a result, we work closely with you at every stage of the process. Our bathroom renovation 
services are a popular choice among clients at Renovahouse since we offer a wide range of choices to meet every need. We believe 

that loving every space of your house is vital, and we're here to help you get the bathroom you've always wanted.



Renovahouse is proud of its 
renovation jobs, who are among the 
best in the field. We're pleased to 
collaborate with you to design the 
bathroom of your dreams. From the 
removal of outdated bathroom 
features to the installation of your 
brand-new bathroom, from the 
bathroom vanities to the tapware 
and lighting, we'll take care of 
everything.

FINEST BATHROOM 
RENOVATOR

R E N O V A H O U S E

WE TURN REGULAR 
BATHROOMS INTO 

EXTRAORDINARY SPACES
We specialize in transforming 
o r d i n a r y  b a t h r o o m s  i n t o 
remarkable  spaces that  mix 
everyday family life with stunning 
design and craftsmanship at 
Renovahouse. If you're thinking 
about upgrading your bathroom, 
we'd be happy to show you how 
simple and stress-free the process 
can be. We have the skill set to alter 
your bathroom quickly, with over 20 
years of experience in bathroom 
renovations in Sydney and years of 
experience in bathroom design.



DESIGN, INSPIRATION, AND 
SUPERIOR MANAGEMENT FOR 
YOUR BATHROOM PROJECTS

We offer 3D design free of charge 
for our customers, once customers 
approved the quote and signed the 
contract our designer will work 
closely with them to choose the 
tiles and fixtures that they`d like 
and then she put them all together 
with their desired layout and make 
a 3D design for them So they will 
see how their bathroom will look 
like before start of the job. Once 
they were happy with the design, 
we ` l l  s t a r t  t h e  p ro c e s s  o f 
renovation.
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Each project is unique, and we recognise that this is a significant investment for any homeowner. We've been in business since 2000 and have 
no intention of stopping.
That is why, when you deal with Renovahouse, you can expect a smooth project that is well-planned, coordinated, and executed by 
professionals with years of expertise in the field.

Our skilled installation crews at Renovahouse are the finest in the industry, and they are dedicated to putting customer happiness first. When 
your project starts, one of our project managers will be assigned to it and will work on it from start to finish. Our project managers oversee the 
day-to-day work for each project they are allocated since we understand how vital it is to interact with one person throughout the renovation 
process.

REMODELING EXPERTISE, SKILLS, AND EXPERIENCE: ALL IN ONE PACKAGE

TRUSTWORTHY AND RELIABLE WORKMANSHIP BACKED BY A 10-YEAR SERVICE WARRANTY



We will organise one of our project 

managers upon your request, they will 

come to you to get the bathroom 

measurements and they  will analyse your 

needs and discuss bathroom concepts as 

well as the advantages you expect from 

renovation. 
Once we gathered all this information, we 
will get back to you with a detailed formal 
quotation.
Nothing will be missed in the quote and 
we`ll be completely transparent about our 
quotation so customers can make sure 
there`s no hidden cost that they are not 
aware of.

1.  INSPECTION AND QUOTATION

If you wish to go ahead with the 

quotation we`ll send you the contract to 

sign. Also we will send you all necessary 

insurances for your peace of mind.
We will set a start date that suits you and 
once you signed the contract and made 
the deposit payment we will save the 
date for you.

2.  SIGNING THE CONTRACT

4 Golden Steps



Once you signed the contract we will start designing your dream 

bathroom in 3D so you will see how it will look like once it`s finished. If 

you needed any change to the layout or details of bathroom we will do 

that for you till you are completely happy with final design. It also 

allows you to design a bathroom that is uniquely yours, giving it a 

warm and personal feel Also at this stage we can help you to 
choose fixtures, we got a great range of quality brands for 
tapware, toilets, bathtubs, vanities, LED mirrors, …
Also we offer custom made vanities for our customers, if you 
would like to have great quality vanity with any size and any 
design we can do that for you.

3.  DSEIGN AND CHOOSING THE FIXTURES

Additionally, we begin all the “behind the scenes” work: putting 
orders for any products with long lead times, creating material 
lists and creating a manufacturing plan from which we'll work. 
As we move closer to the big day, we'll remain in touch and keep 
you updated throughout this stage.

That`s the day we start making your dream bathroom. Our qualified and experienced 
team of tradesmen with accompany of one of our project managers will make sure all 
steps going forward smoothly and precisely as we planned. We'll go over the project 
specifics again and answer any concerns you might have, as well as any unique issues we 
should be aware of while working in your house. 

4. RENOVATION 

The project manager will be in touch with you every day to update you from the 
progress of the job and discuss with you any step of the job. We won`t do anything 
unless we make sure you`re 100% happy with that We will stay devoted to the job until 
it is completed, respecting your house, keeping it clean and safe, and leaving you with a 
beautiful end product.

R E N O V A H O U S E 



If your bathroom is looking a little weary and worn out, a bathroom remodel may breathe new life into it. Create a 
room that is both beautiful and luxurious while staying practical and useful. At Renovahouse, we think that everyone 

should be able to relax and unwind after a long day. When we collaborate to build your own modern luxury space, we 
are devoted to providing 100% customer satisfaction.

We consistently offer luxury quality bathroom renovations that we are proud of at Renovahouse Bathrooms 
remodelling. We have the knowledge and skills to produce excellent bathrooms, having worked in the business for 
over 20 years. You may relax knowing you're working with a properly licenced and insured bathroom remodelling 

business.

LUXURY BATHROOM RENOVATION IS WHAT WE DO EVERY DAY



R E N O V A H O U S E

If there's one bathroom style that has gained 
a lot of popularity in recent years, it would 
have to be Hamptons. The relaxed and 
timeless style is completely adaptable, and it 
is quite convenient to achieve a new look. The 
following are some of the most essential 
features of a Hamptons Style Bathroom.
Subway Tiles – Although some people might 
prefer to use marble tiles, white Subway Tiles 
have always been a classic. These tiles can be 
arranged in several different patterns 
(basketweave, herringbone, etc.) to create 
texture and visual interest.
Cabinetry – The vanity of a Hamptons Style 
Bathroom is usually custom-built with a 
shaker style profile on the doors and drawers. 
Once again, white is the most preferred 
option, but you can choose other shades, like 
light blue and grey.
Spacious Bath Tub – This is the first thing that 
you'll notice in a Hamptons design bathroom. 
After all, there is nothing more elegant and 
timeless than a large white tub.

 HAMPTONS STYLE BATHROOM

Bathroom styles



FRENCH PROVINCIAL STYLE BATHROOM
Do you want to create a bathroom design that takes a nod to yesteryear while remaining timeless for years? 
The French Provincial is the style that suits you the most. Starting from their warm color (yellow, grey, pink, 
etc.) themes, everything is so timeless that your bathroom will never go out of fashion. 
The most important trick for making a French Provincial style bathroom is to go white, but NOT too white. This 
means that you should choose an off-white with subtle warm tones. 
Another distinguishing characteristic of the French design is the excessive use of timber. In addition to the 
furniture, the bathroom flooring in a French Provincial design can also be made from waterproof timber slats. 
Alternatively, marble is also a popular choice for flooring.



Do you have a bathroom that seems like it belongs in the 1980s? Allow 
Renovahouse Bathrooms to assist you with a modern bathroom remodel 
Although modern style can mean different things to different people, some of the 
basic strategies and concepts are always the same. For instance, a bathroom of a 
modern home will have basic colors, minimal decorative flourishes, geometrical 
shapes, and natural materials. The following are some of the features that will 
definitely be there in a Modern Style Bathroom. Floating Vanity – A wall-mounted 
vanity appears to float above the ground. It creates a streamlined look that is 
perfect for a modern bathroom. Generally, granite, marble, or engineered quartz 
(in a neutral tone) are used for the top.     
Minimalist Faucets – Minimalism is a major feature of modern décor. For this 
reason, wall-mounted or single-handle faucets are used in Modern Style 
Bathrooms. Whether you choose nickel, chrome, or matte black finishing, it will 
remain consistent throughout the bathroom.
Decorative Plants – Even though there are not many decorations in a modern 
bathroom, flowers can always find room for themselves

The feel of Rustic décor is all about texture. For this reason, the very first thing 
that comes to mind for creating a Rustic Style Bathroom is natural materials. 
Reclaimed wood, rough stone, and galvanized metal are all quite useful for rustic 
designs. Metal sinks, copper basins, and repurposed textiles give the bathroom a 
welcoming modern boost.
In contrast to gleaming bathroom accessories, add an antique orchard ladder as 
a towel rack. Similarly, natural wood and stone floors are quite common in rustic 
bathrooms as they allow you to feel close to the countryside. The only problem 
with Rustic Design Bathrooms is that they can be a little dark due to rough 
textures. However, you can solve this issue by ensuring proper light and scaling 
up the vanity mirror.

Are you looking for a modern design (for your bathroom) with clean lines, flowing 
curves, and hard angles? If your answer is YES, the Contemporary Style 
Bathroom is an ideal choice for you. Although it is a common perception that 
contemporary designs are only suitable for small spaces, this style can be 
expanded for any size of the bathroom. 
For a smaller bathroom, a simple pedestal sink or a small vanity is the best 
possible option because they maximize efficiency. These sinks are available in all 
kinds of materials, ranging from glass to steel and from porcelain to copper. On 
the other hand, an angular double sink and cabinet could serve as an ideal 
alternative for a larger space. 

 MODERN STYLE BATHROOM

RUSTIC STYLE BATHROOM

CONTEMPORARY STYLE BATHROOM



TRADITIONAL STYLE BATHROOM

INDUSTRIAL STYLE BATHROOM

Traditional bathroom designs are usually very classic and 
timeless. The use of luxuries touches and elegant shades 
allows them to give a feeling of a relaxing spa. These styles 
are taken from things that were trending in different eras. 
Therefore, it is important to select things from adjacent 
eras to create a subtle and visually appealing look.
Natural Materials – A Traditional Style Bathroom 
generally relies on natural materials. For instance, the 
sinks are usually made of stone or porcelain and high-end 
wood (oak, maple, etc.) is used for furnishing the 
bathroom. Likewise, acrylic and cast-iron are the most 
popular selections for bathtubs. 
Metallic Aesthetic – Metals are used quite excessively in 
Traditional Style Bathrooms. In addition to faucets and 
drawer hardware, these designs can also have metal for 
light fixtures and the trim around the mirror.

Although it can require a little different thinking, an Industrial Style Bathroom can be a stunning 
addition to your home. The following is a list of ideas that are ideal for industrial décor. 
Concrete Wall – It is quite common for industrial designs to have a concrete wall. This feature is  
generally used in the shower area.

You can enhance the visual appeal even more by using a matching grout on the floor. 
Neutral Color Scheme – The color choice is extremely important for an industrial bathroom. The 
use of neutral colors supports the industrial concept, and the combination of black and white is 
the most elegant choice. However, other shades, like grey and brown, can also be added to 
diversify the monochromatic theme. 
Exposed Brick Wall – This is one of the most familiar decorations for an industrial concept. The 
neutral colors of bricks suit perfectly with industrial themes. In addition to that, exposed bricks 
also give an aesthetic vibe into the bathroom.

R E N O V A H O U S E 

EXCELLENT QUALITY & SERVICEREASONABLE PRICING WITHOUT LOSING QUALITY



Are you looking for an economical finishing for the walls of your 
bathroom? Nothing could beat the price and efficiency of a 
Concrete Wall. It is considerably easier to install than tiles and 
will make an impact instantly. 
Concrete brings a certain deal of sophistication on its own, and 
that's the reason why it has been one of the hottest bathroom 
trends in recent years. In addition to its stylish appearance, a 
Concrete Wall offers numerous benefits, and some of them are 
listed below.

• It is easier to clean/maintain because it has a smooth 
surface without any joints.

• It is completely waterproof and can be safely used in 
shower cabins. 

• It is quite durable and doesn't need any renovation in the 
long run.

Are you bored with your bathroom and want to add something 
more interesting to make it look stylish and relaxing? A Feature 
Wall could be an ideal alternative for you. The biggest 
advantage of a Feature Wall is that it is NOT overpowering and 
can be managed within small space, like a bathroom. There are 
several innovative ideas for a Feature Wall, ranging from Stone 
Texture to Picture Wall. 
Stone Texture – This is a great option if you want to brighten up 
the theme of your bathroom. A Stone Wall offers different 
colors and textures to provide a completely different feel. You 
can also hang plants on stones to get an even better result.
Picture Wall – This is an ideal way to turn your bathroom into a 
gallery. You can different types of pictures on the wall. For 
example, you can add a joyous moment on the Feature Wall and 
relive that moment on your every visit to the bathroom.   

CONCRETE WALL

FEATURE WALL
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CONCRETE WALL

FEATURE WALLRenovating your home and want to 
introduce wooden walls in the bathroom? 
Many people don't approve of this idea 
because they feel that the wood will 
deteriorate quickly. It's true that wood is 
NOT a viable option in the shower area, 
but you can have wood walls elsewhere in 
the bathroom. This is made possible by 
varnishes that protect the wood against 
moisture.
Mostly, wooden panels are used on only 
ONE wall while others have paint or tile 
finishing. This gives the bathroom a 
modern look by adding a great deal of 
elegance and beauty. Another advantage 
of a Wood Wall is that it can be 
incorporated in different bathroom styles. 
Therefore, you can easily add this 
amazing feature in your bathroom during 
the renovation.

WOOD WALL

R E N O V A H O U S E



COME AND VISIT 
OURSHOWROOM

Name : renovahouse
Address: 120 Penshurst street 
willoughby 2068
Website: www.renovahouse.com.au
Tel:1800 50 10 10
Email: info@renovahouse.com.au

COME AND VISIT OUR SHOWROOM’’
‘‘

http://www.renovahouse.com.au
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